NEW STN® EMPOWERS
EXPERIENCED SEARCHERS
An intuitive interface and enhanced search power transform the
STN IP search experience.
The new platform delivers the high-quality content and precision you
expect from STN in a powerful, new interface designed for professional
IP searching. Leveraging cutting-edge technology, the new platform
revolutionizes patent searching, making it possible to explore the unique
STN content collection in new ways to quickly find the answers you need.

New STN improves the efficiency of searches with:
■
■
■
■

Virtually limitless search power - no need to consider query or answer set
size limitations
Integrated real-time analysis
Fast search execution - up to 15 times faster for some searches
Unique features and content, including the Extended Patent
Family table

An intuitive, browser-based interface simplifies the
IP search process:
■
■
■
■
■

Project-oriented workflow
Simultaneous query building and results evaluation
Enhanced structure drawing tool
Integrated, easy-to-understand Help
No session timeouts and no need to install and upgrade software
The new STN platform also delivers
the industry-leading performance,
reliability and world-class support
that have been the hallmark of STN
for more than 30 years.

“The new STN platform is very fast, and can handle
almost any query that an information professional
can throw at it. It opens up an entirely new class of
questions that can be explored.”
			

—Tony Trippe, Managing Director, Patinformatics, LLC

www.stn.org

An intuitive interface and project-oriented workflow provide an
integrated, efficient search experience.
Develop queries,
refine search
strategies and
evaluate results
in one seamless
interaction

Unparalleled search power and speed save time and provide
opportunities to search in ways that were not possible before.
Easily crossover
to find references
and substances
with a single click

Quickly execute very broad
or highly complex text and
structure searches

Expedite results review with
query highlighting in text
and structure results

Term Explorer lets you browse database content and thesauri to
take advantage of the value-added content STN offers and ensure
your queries retrieve the comprehensive results you require.

STN provides a single platform for searching:
■
■
■
■
■

Keywords and indexed terminology
Chemical names and structures
Numeric property values and ranges
Authors and patent assignees
Patent classification codes

… and much more

Extended Patent Family tables provide
a complete, global view of inventions.
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Integrated real-time analysis supports efficient exploration,
evaluation and refinement of search strategy and results, enabling
valuable insights and optimization.
		 Quickly view:
■
■
■
■
■

Key research areas
Top patent assignees
Trends
Chemical structure details
Geographic distribution

New STN is available exclusively to fixed-fee customers, including those
with Global Value Pricing and Search Service Value Pricing agreements.
While STN searchers are encouraged to take advantage of the power of
the new STN platform, the classic STN platform will also continue to be
supported.
Learn more at www.stn.org
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